
 

HDClone 6 0 5 Enterprise Edition is a high-definition video conversion tool. The Mac OS X program copies video from one
medium to another with perfect quality and frame rates. This means you can over-write the over-saturated and damaged content
on your DVDs, and restore them to pristine condition with minimal effort. HDClone is completely safe and very easy to use,
and it will work with all kinds of videos and audio files. It is a real godsend for video editing tasks on Mac OS X, as well as for
video transfers from PCs or other sources. The program does not have any impact on the original file, so it's perfectly safe to
use HDClone if you have used a slower media converter before. The program also supports over-burning DVDs, so that you can
copy low-quality discs to new ones that have a much higher quality playback. You can even remove menus or languages from
the new discs. HDClone is available for free download HDClone is very easy to use, and it has a very nice interface. There are
many similar programs on the Mac App Store, but this one covers all the needs of all users alike, so it works as well for
experienced professionals as for beginners.  

The HDClone program uses built-in RAW video decoding technology to help preserve original video quality by converting all
videos in full resolution without reducing its quality or adding noise to it. The program also uses a smart algorithm to create a
transformation matrix that can adjust the resolution and keep the original video resolution as high as possible. This ensures
accurate video quality during the video conversion, and therefore it is not necessary to reduce the already compressed video
data. The software has friendly interface with many instruction steps. To use HDClone, you just have to choose a path where
your videos are located, choose a path where HDClone will save your project, then click Convert button. While HDClone is
converting your videos from one format to another, users can select Homepage button which provides step by step instructions
for using this software. This software is compatible with all platforms like Windows, Mac, and Linux. HDClone 6 comes with
the following features: HDClone 6 0 5 Enterprise Edition allows you to read information about your hard disk or flash drive.
With this tool you can get info about hard disk, including model name, serial number, firmware number for each connected
device. HDClone gives you quick access to fixed and removable storage so that you can get information about any connected
disk.
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